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In 2019, Volga Dream launches the new, top-of-the-range Imperial Class for the
discerning traveller in search of that extra level of comfort and luxury. During your
3-night stays in Moscow and St. Petersburg, your hotel accommodation will be at the
luxurious Four Seasons Hotel in Moscow and Four Seasons Lion Palace in St. Petersburg.

River Cruising in Russia
There is no easier way to explore Russia than through its ancient waterways on a
relaxing river cruise. You pack and unpack once and have no need to worry about early
morning starts. River Cruising in Russia is a step back in time, venturing into Russia’s
heartland. It offers the opportunity to travel beyond Moscow and St. Petersburg to
experience life in the riverside towns and rural settlements.
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For those who have already travelled this route, you can venture south to the Lower Volga
and visit magical places like Nizhny Novgorod, Kazan, Samara, Saratov and Volgograd.

About us

The MS Volga Dream Difference

In 2018 we celebrate 31 years under the same
Australian ownership, as Australia’s foremost
specialist to Russia. With three decades of
first‑hand experience and knowledge, we are
able to offer you the exceptional service and
expertise you expect. We have been organising
River Cruising in Russia since its inception and
have watched it emerge as one of the most
convenient and popular way of exploring Russia.

Your Cruise Tour on the family-owned MS Volga Dream has a unique advantage over
other river cruise companies. With most other cruise companies, during your stays in
Moscow and St. Petersburg, you stay on board ship, moored at the river port on the
outskirts of the city. This involves lengthy transfers to and from your ship each day and
restricts your opportunities for independent sightseeing.

2019 – 5% EARLY
BIRD DISCOUNT.

Save 5% when you book and
deposit by 31 August 2018.
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News

On your Volga Dream Cruise Tour you spend three nights in centrally located 5-star
hotels, minutes from the major attractions in both Moscow and St. Petersburg, enabling
you to make the most of your valuable time in these two amazing cities.
That’s the Volga Dream difference!

Satisfied clients
“We want to tell you how happy we were with that wonderful journey. Moscow was
terrific, St. Petersburg was terrific, the various guides were terrific, but most of all, the
Volga Dream boat trip from Moscow to St. Petersburg was more than terrific: a
wonderful boat, fantastic scenery, very interesting stopovers along the river and
especially, a most professional, courteous, polite, friendly and happy crew.”
Tilman and Johanna, June 2017

Jayne Thomas, Managing Director and co-founder
Russian Travel Centre/Eastern Europe Travel
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